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Areas of
Expertise:

Professional
Experience:

Teaching
Experience:

The application of insightful chemical, physical, and other scientific principles in the forensic
investigation of physical and documentary evidence to provide expert witness support services for
attorneys in litigation cases. Dr. Macri brings 40+ years’ experience and an understanding of the
physical and/or chemical properties and behavior of various substances to assist in the support and
vindication of the client’s claim. Previous cases have involved a variety of areas, including:
sampling, analysis and identification of chemical substances, residues, and other forensic evidence;
analysis of hazardous chemical properties, reactions and products; causes of violent chemical
reactions, fires and explosions; and other chemical investigations. He provides a scientific basis for
consumer chemical product defects and manufacturer’s liability, chemical overexposure risks and
assessments, and inadequate warning labels. Refer to expert’s website.
2000-Present – Principal of Gerard Macri & Associates. Perform forensic investigations,
scientific/chemical analyses and serve as an expert witness in chemistry and chemical related areas.
1988 – Present - American Resource Recycling Corporation, President and Principal Consultant.
Process development and improvement of wet chemical manufacturing and recycling operations.
1981-1988 – Gemark Corporation, President. Specialized facility in the recycling and refining of
plastic and silver from scrap photographic films.
1976-1981- Midland Processing, Technical Director. Recycling of silver and gold scrap.
1971-1976 – Manhattan College, Assistant Professor of Chemistry
1980-1991 - Adjunct Professor of Chemistry at Orange County Community and Ulster County
Community Colleges, Mount St Mary, and Vassar Colleges.

Legal
Experience:

Over 23 chemical forensic investigations and chemical cases in support of both Defendants and
Plaintiffs – all successful (some still pending). Detailed descriptions are summarized in expert’s
profile and webpage. The strength of expert’s reports and affidavits were sufficient to prompt pretrial settlements in clients’ favor – only 3 cases went to trial. Expert’s testimony at trial assisted in
the court’s decision in favor of expert’s clients.

Education/
Training:

B.S., Chemistry, St Francis College, New York (1964), Summa Cum Laude
M.S., Ph.D., Chemistry, Polytechnic Institute of New York (1964-1969)
Post-doctoral studies, Physical Chemistry, University of Utah, Brookhaven National Laboratories
(1969-1971).

Publications:

Publications and articles are listed on expert’s website.

Professional
Affiliations:

American Chemical Society (1980 – Present), ACS Chemical, Health & Safety Divn (1980Present), Sigma Xi Honor Society (1969-72), International Precious Metal Institute (1981- 1990).

